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Perkins to Leave Lawrence
by Ben Wymore
Staff W riterSpring. Some say it’s a time for change, when the flow­ers bloom, the Mayflies breed, and those with pollen aller­gies stay indoors. One change has come with this term, a change which surprises all and saddens a large portion of the Lawrence community. Herb Perkins, Dean ofMulti cultural Affairs, has decided to resign. T his is h is la s t  te rm  a t Lawrence.I w ent to see D ean Perkins in his Raymond House office. Upon entering, I was greeted with the sight of vari­ous artifacts which rep re­sented a sampling of cultures from  around th e  w orld. Perkins said hello, and he asked me to sit down while he handled a bit of business on the phone. I can tell those of you who think tha t nothing goes on in the Multicultural Affairs Office th a t you are just plain wrong; Perkins received more calls during our forty- five minute chat than most students receive in a day.Perkins explained tha t he had decided to resign be­cause his life ambition was to be a college or university pro­fessor. Unfortunately, tha t opportunity does not currently exist for him a t Lawrence.
When he took the job as Dean three years ago, it was a joint assignment; he was hired on as both  th e  D ean  of Multicultural Affairs and as an associate professor with the Anthropology/Sociology de­partm ent. However, Perkins says that his primary position as Dean takes up too much of his time for him to be able to teach. Thus, he is moving to Michigan, where he will be an Associate Professor of Anthro­pology/Sociology a t Grand Valley State College.When I asked Perkins what his role as Dean entailed, he explained that his primary goal a t Lawrence was to de­fine the institutional needs of diversity within the curricu­lum and university programs and work with faculty and staff in designing and implement­ing programs. In addition, Perkins is responsible for han­dling international student advising for students who come from various nations around the world. One of his m£y or responsibilities is work­ing with others to improve “campus climate” and the re­tention and graduation of stu­dents of color.N ext, P erk in s  and I talked about his primary ac­complishments as Dean of M ulticultural Affairs. He felt
tha t one of his most important accom plishm ents was his work with other faculty and staff to procure the Lily En­dowment Grant, a three-year $150,000 grant. Other accom­plishments were to help de­fine the issues and needs of students of color a t Lawrence and work with faculty, staff, and students to improve the quality of community here. Perkins revealed th a t he did not know if his position would be filled by another person upon his departure, due to fi­nancial concerns of the uni­versity.Perkins feels that, re­garding a multicultural edu­cation, the needs of students are not being met by the uni­versity in respect to the diver­sification of faculty and cur­ricular offerings. However, Perkins also says th a t most students think th a t it is the role of the faculty and staff to bring about changes in the structure of the university. Perkins feels tha t change will only occur if students are will­ing to put forth an effort to change things. He feels that multicultural studies are im­portant because they teach students how to interact more effectively with each other by widening their view of the his- 
Continued To Page 14
Laura X Heightens Awareness About Rape
by Cathy Schmidt
Staff W riterAs members of a college campus, we live in our own little world, which is often quite different from the hustle and bustle of the real world. Many of the problems and con­cerns th a t affect the rest of the world do not infringe upon the life of a student. There is one issue, however, which affects both worlds in a threatening and scary way: RAPE.On Sunday, April 4, in Riverview Lounge, many facts and fictions concerning the very serious topic of date and marital rape were brought to light during a program en­titled, “When a Woman says NO, it’s RAPE.” Leading this program was Laura X, direc­tor of the National Clearing­house on Marital and Date Rape. The panel of experts consisted of Lieutenant Pete Helein of the Appleton Police Department; Jerri Kahl of the
Lawrence Counseling Center; and Bonnie Coonen, Director of the Sexual Assault Crisis Center in Appleton. Together, the four panelists gave the au­dience an overview of many aspects of the topic, concen­trating on the legal perspec­tive, but also touching on so­cial, psychological, historical,
and economic perspectives. In­cluded in the three-hour long program was a video of Laura when she appeared on “60 Minutes” in 1981, discussing marital rape.Perhaps the most impor­tan t point in the program was
Continued To Page 14
Prospective Students Examine Lawrence University
photo by R Duncan and B Wymore
Freshman Jenny Pieters leads a tour of prospective Lawrentians 
as they contemplate LU's many potential benefits and facilities. 
Many of these students have been already accepted, and this is 
their return trip to the Lawrence campus.
BASIC Students Spend An Indian Spring
photo bv Jarerrn
.aura X speaking on rape in Riverview Lounge on April 4
by Jon Lindberg
Staff WriterThis past spring break I and the members of BASIC (Break Away Service Into Communities) spent our week in the deep south basking in the sun, having a good time, su rro u nd ed  by enjoyable people. However, our journey didn’t  take us to Daytona or the  Keys, b u t to the  Chitimacha Indian reserva­tion just outside Charenton, Louisiana.We headed out from dreary Appleton on the Fri­day afternoon of finals week and arrived on the reserva­tion (after a brief stint in New Orleans . . . hey, it was our vacation!) Sunday around noon. After making ourselves comfy in the gym of the K-8 school which ended up being our home base/activities cen­ter/bedroom, we tried to fig­ure out how to integrate our­selves into our new surround­ings. The wonderful people who greeted us everywhere we went made this task a piece of cake. During the week, our group’s project, officially, I suppose, was to construct a sectional garden outside the
back of the school as not only a food source for the school’s kitchen, but also as a way to teach the kids a small lesson in ecology. We worked fairly dilligently a t the garden, com­pleting it on the day before we departed, but the interaction with the children and the com­munity seemed to evolve as our true purpose of being there. We worked with the children in the classrooms, visited the senior- citizen cen­ter, listened to the tales of the tribe story-teller (Mr. Nicks, thank you), performed ritual dances to the beat of a happy drummer, and essentially en­joyed life with a wonderful, supportive community of in­dividuals.Lawrence is a terrific place to attend college, but once in a while one needs a reminder as to what the goals of a liberal education are all about. O ur tr ip  to th e  Chitimacha tribe was just such a reminder and reinforced our (or at least my own) view tha t there are many lessons best learned outside the classroom. There is life outside Lawrence, and some of it looks pretty darn good.
2 Letters/Editorials the lawrentian
Jrom 
Editor's Desk
Spring is gradually finding its way to the Lawrence campus, evidenced by patches of blue sky, green grass, and scampering squirrels on Main Hall Green. Of course, that also means we can anticipate lethal frisbees, clouds of infamous Mayflies, and the tantalizing odor of the good ol’ Fox.Perhaps more importantly, spring this year brings National Student AIDS Awareness Week, April 12-16. Promoted by the American Foundation for AIDS Research, a not-for-profit organiza­tion, this week provides the opportunity to recognize individuals for the work they have done in creating AIDS awareness. For example, page 3 of this issue of The Lawrentian  profiles Climb for the Cure, a program involving nine Princeton students and their unique efforts to raise funds for AIDS research.Several Lawrentians are also involved in the fight for AIDS awareness. The AIDS task force plans and sponsors informational activities during the year. Many of you, I am sure, saw or heard about Joanna de Plas’ presentation in Riverview Lounge last term on how AIDS has affected her family. Another LU student, Norman Elsberry, spent the summer of *92 working with AIDS agencies in the Bronx, New York (see page 6 for details).Some Lawrentians, however, are doing more than promoting awareness and education. At least one is experiencing the disease first-hand. Last week, The Lawrentian received an anonymous letter to the editor from a student who has recently been diagnosed as having AIDS. We were not able to print it due to the current policy of requiring author signature on letters (although names may be withheld upon request). The reason for this concern, of course, is that anonymous letters may contain false information.In my opinion, however, this particular letter was not a hoax. It did not condemn the disease, the person from whom the author contracted it, or even the means by which it was contracted. The letter merely related, in simple and painful terms, the feelings of the author and the impassioned plea that Lawrentians take every precaution possible against the spread of AIDS, from knowing your sexual partner’s sexual history to using condoms to abstinence.I join the author of this letter in imploring each and every one of you to be aware of the risks and to protect yourselves. AIDS is out there—it is real. Don’t subscribe to the “it can’t happen to me” attitude, because it can. At least one Lawrentian found this out the hard way. Please don’t let the same thing happen to you.
O^mSerCy ‘PicfUer 
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Co-op Clarification
Dear Editor:After reading the March 10 issue of The Lawrentian , I would like to clarify the dis­tinction between a coop house and a Co-op house.Housemate Robin Bandy spent many of his formative years around chicken coops. From what he tells me, the floors are a lot cleaner here at 129 North Lawe Street.Rob KarthollHouse Manager, Co-Op
Volunteer Problems
Dear Editor:We are writing to address the issue of students doing research with the help of stu­dent volunteers. At this time of the year, in particular, many students are struggling to fin­ish independent studies or honors projects as well as ru n ­ning experiments for Research Methods. In many cases, the solicitation of student volun­teers occurs through the use of sign-up  sh eets  placed around campus.It has come to our a tten ­tion th a t  members of the Lawrence community do not always take these requests seriously. For example, sign­up sheets have mysteriously “disappeared;” students have been “volunteered” without their knowledge by other stu­dents; and, of course, famous cartoon characters always seem to volunteer to partici­pate. This may seem like a harmless joke to play on a friend or the person(s) doing the experiment, but please realize th a t it takes a great deal of time to design and run an experiment. Students do not have the time to constantly replace sign-up sheets tha t have been removed or to iden­tify those student that really want to participate.These students do not see the humor in these pranks. These experiments are graded, just as papers, exams, lab re­ports, and other classwork are graded. Consider the effects of someone interfering with your work andyour grade. The tampering tha t has occurred is a violation of the Honor Code; it does impede someone else’s academic progress.Please take our research seriously. It is a valuable part of our education as well as the sciences a t Lawrence. We greatly appreciate those stu­dents who have participated in the many experiments tha t have been conducted on cam­pus. We hope that many of
you will continue to partici­pate, as we do need your sup­port. Psychology StudentAssociation
Senior Gilt Questioned
Dear Editor:I am furious, disgusted, and embarrassed by my class­mates’choice of class gift. Our choices were: a WLFM fund, a Viking Room restoration fund, an American Indian student sch o larsh ip  fund , and a bookedge photocopier and computer printers. “We” chose the photocopier and printers.This choice brazenly  highlights the selfishness of the students a t Lawrence. These same attitudes were demonstrated to me when I voted for the class gift. I was ridiculed for choosing the scholarship fund not only by a nearby classmate but by class­m ates collecting the votes. “The student who gets the scholarship will have to wear a sign saying ‘Gift of Class of ’93!”’ one of them joked.I would have thought that in this time of heightened awareness of ecological re­sources and multiculturalism th a t my classm ates would have shunned machines that use reams of paper, gallons of chemicals, and thousands of dollars in maintenance in fa­vor of a scholarship fund. One of Lawrence’s founding goals was to offer the opportunities of higher education to Ameri­can Indians, a goal tha t has been decidedly flushed down the toilet. I have written my class officers asking th a t my name be removed from their mailing lists. I do not want to be associated with such an egotistical group of people.I apologize to you, Lawrence University, for my classmates. They have de­prived some needy and deserv­ing student of the opportunity for higher education, and they have deprived you of the op­portunity to know tha t stu­dent. Hope you like the copier.Holly McEntee
Tenure Question PosedDear Editor:Some of you may or may not have heard that Professor Ruth Friedman was denied tenure this year. We have been fortunate enough to have experienced several classes with Professor Friedman, and quite frankly, we were sur­prised and disappointed by this decision. We respect this tenure decision; however, we feel compelled to share the s tre n g th s  of P rofessor
Friedman which have made her, in our experiences, in­valuable to our education at Lawrence University. Her teaching style has enriched the quality of our educations, and even though we are gradu­ating seniors we would hate  to see Lawrence lose this impor­tan t asset.We have been very im­p ressed  by P ro fesso r Friedman’s intellectual integ­rity and curiosity. She is truly dedicated to history and teach­ing history, thus she is always willing to extend her knowl­edge and herself to help stu­dents learn. She encourages her students to excel while promoting analytic and criti­cal thinking, which is, in our opinion, an extremely difficult task as a teacher.Furthermore, she is im­minently approachable for ma­jors and non-msyors alike. She is very accommodating to stu­dents’ needs and goes out of her way to be helpful, espe­cially when we have been faced with a difficult project or a foreign aspect of historical re­search. Also, we have both found her to be willing to re­late to us on a personal level. That is, she is not only inter­ested in us as students in her classes, but also as hum an beings.She brings a new per­spective to her classes with her fresh approach to teach­ing. In her successful attempts to encourage analytic and criti­cal thinking, she requires jour­nals (in which we have the opportunity to digest the read­ings and class discussion with­out the stress of a formal pa­per) and active class partici­pation.We value our Lawrence education. Professors like Ruth Friedman have created a part of w hat has become the Lawrence difference for us. Not only has she been an ac­tive and pioneering member of the Gender Studies pro­gram, which is an im portant part of the liberal arts a t many universities, but she has also enriched our learning experi­ences through her different app roach es to teach in g . Lawrence simply cannot af­ford to lose her!Lili KimSandra CollinsTypist Needed
The Lawrentian needs a typist! This is a paid workstudy position. If interested, please contact The Lawrentian office at ic6768 or Kimberly Pichler at x7304.
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Fanis’ Complaints Unjustifiable
by Stanley Szuba
Guest EditorialistIn her review of Mark Dintenfass’ production of The Clouds (The Law rentian, March 10), Jennie Fauls was misguided and grossly unfair.As far as I can make out, Ms. Fauls faults the produc­tion on three counts: its ama­teurishness, its “mangling” of the original, and the fact that it wasn’t directed by Tim Troy.Was the play am ateur­ish? Opinions will differ here. It’s worth remembering, how­ever, th a t college budgets aren’t  unlimited and th a t stu­dents (and professors) must continue to fulfill their other
responsibilities even while mounting a play. Conse­quently, most college produc­tions lack the polish we rightly expect from the London or New York stage. Rather than la­ment this fact, many of us simply adjust our expectations a bit. More often than not, we’re pleasantly surprised by the home-grown talent. (Even Ms. Fauls recognizes the obvi­ous abilities of Chris Maleug. I would add to the thespian honor roll the name of Ana Villarreal. Nor should we over­look the important contribu­tions of Dawn Krai.)Ms. Fauls also maintains
Continued To Page 14
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A Thought About Easter
by Dave McCoy
Staff W riterEaster was once merely a day full of pastel eggs, chocolate rabbits, and baskets full of jelly beans brought by the Easter Bunny, but today, it is none of those things to me. Easter has become a different kind of celebration for me. It is a celebration of joy, reverence, and love for Jesus Christ. During Easter many remember His death and resurrection approximately 2000 years ago and His importance to us today.I know that many people call Christ a great philosopher or moral teacher, but a lot fewer call Him what He claimed to be, the Son of God. I am saddened tha t the notion of His divinity is laughed, mocked, and scoffed at. But I realize that His treatm ent today is not much different than it was 2000 years ago. So why do people, like myself, believe tha t He was the Son of God? r ‘ ■ *Many people think that if it is by faith tha t one believes in Jesus Christ, then it must only be blind faith without evidence. Some expect miracles of nature in order to see thatContinued To Page 14
Lawrence Indicus Lawrence Indicus
by Greg Trimper
Staff ColumnistDid you know tha t more men than women are denied abortions on basis of gender alone? This may sound like a ridiculous statem ent, but it is fundamentally true, which cannot be said of what is writ­ten on the La we Street wall: “TRUE Fem inists support the rights of unborn women! More unborn women are killed on the basis of their sex than unborn men. Stat- 4 :1” T his is w ha t the  LAWRENTIANS for Life pro­claim to all of Appleton by way of the Lawe Street wall.
I em phasise LAWRENCE- ians on purpose, for by mak­ing this statem ent on the wall, they are representing the en­tire Lawrence campus to the driving Appleton public. The public does not distinguish “L a w re n tia n ” from“Lawrentian for Life.” Thus, th e  academ ic q u a lity  of Lawrence has been lowered in the eyes of the public.So am I saying that the greeks are representing all of Lawrence with their party ad­vertisements? Yes. The ad­missions office is represent­ing all of Lawrence when they are advertising their events?
Yes. Any group recognized by the university or LUCC and  allowed to inc lude  “Lawrence” in their name represents Lawrence to the Appleton community. Espe­cially when they advertise to the public, e.g. the Lawe Street wall.I wouldn’t  be bothered that the Lawrentians for Life advertised in the name of Lawrence if they had kept to statem ents like “Adoption NOT A bortion ,” “Choose LIFE,” etc. Those are just catch phrases. Maybe true,
Continued to Page
Chain Me to a Telephone Pole and Whip Me (Before You Send Me Another
by Toby Dietrich
Staff WriterI got a chain letter in the mail a t the end of last term. It bothered me. The letter did not ask for money, only tha t I make twenty cop­ies of the letter and send it to twenty unsuspecting victim s; only then, it  said, would I have good luck. I declined to do as told. The anonymous letter assured me that if I failed to meet its simple re­quest, I would suffer bad luck. Failed relationships. Hor­rible disfigurement.Fm waiting for the bad luck to h it me. Ever since I missed the ten-day deadline before which I was suppose to send out the chain letter, I’ve had some really good things happen to me. The one weird thing which has happened is this: I can’t find the chain letter itself, and I am sure I saved it. Do you suppose it got up and walked away, pre­senting itself to some unlucky passerby in the street? After all, if this single piece of pa­per knows when ten days have expired, and can then ruin
my life, it surely can get up and walk away.My question is this: how does a single piece of paper convey any kind of luck? Sup­pose I were to be sent a blank sheet of paper. If I neglect to mail twenty blank sheets to twenty other people, will I suffer bad luck as a result? I think not. We all receive mail, ink on paper, tha t we rou­tinely throw away. Does this bring us bad luck? I don’t think so. But the creator of this chain letter, as will as each subsequent mailer, is telling me tha t this same sheet of paper, with the same ink on it (but arranged to form those special words) has all sorts of power. I have a hard time with that. I have to admit, though, tha t this is my first chain letter experience, and I may not truly understand the intricacies involved.I received the chain let­ter via campus mail. I know, it hurts. How could anyone at this institution ofhigher learn­ing stoop to such levels of ig­norance? It the person who sent me that thing is reading
One of These)this article, I’d appreciate a call. Really, I’d like to dis­cuss with you the ins and outs of chain letter method­ology. I promise not to hurt you directly, only ridicule you endlessly and perhaps make you step on some cracks in the sidewalk or walk under a ladder. For you, th a t cer­tainly should be punishment enough.This is the nineties. Chain letters are not politi­cally correct (I hate to use th a t bandwagon label; it’s worse than the chain letter itself). Let’s suppose th a t the chain le tte r was sent out eleven separate times—only eleven times. That means tha t I send out twenty copies, and each of those twenty people send out twenty cop­ies, etc., eleven times. That works out to 20n=2xl014 cop­ies. Now, supposing tha t the thickness of ten sheets of pa­per is 1 mm, tha t works out a combined chain letter thick­ness of 20 million kilometers. So you see, the person who started this chain letter could Continued To Page 14
Theatre Department Woes
Jennie Fauls
Staff W riter .On behalf of the small but consistently dedicated group of upperclassmen The­atre majors at Lawrence, I would like to voice my concern over the downward direction in which our department is being forced to fall. We feel driven to publicly say tha t it is both negligent and irrespon­sible for the administration to provide funding for us in only project-based, short-term al­lotments. For the sake of this specific argument, let’s forget for a moment the fact that we don’t  have a multimillion-dol- lar facility comparable to the NEW Con or the NEW Art Center, and let’s focus on our most urgent grievance: our dire need for a third position to be added to the Theatre/ Drama faculty.Each term this year, the administration and the exist­ing Theatre faculty have tried to come up with temporary ways to appease Theatre stu ­dents. F irst term we were visited by a five-member B rit­ish Shakespearean Theatre group who offered us two days of monologue workshops. It
was quite obvious to us The­atre majors that their visit was not intended to primarily benefit Theatre students but to benefit the U niversity. Their well-attended produc­tion of The Tem pest in Stansbury Theatre brought in a considerable amount of rev­enue and pleased our culture- starved Board ofTrustees and other esteemed alumni. It also created the very false illusion that their success somehow represented our department, while in tru th  it had very little direct effect on the Theatre students’education. It merely disrupted work on our own artistic projects, which were largely neglected while the Shakespearean actors were wined and dined.W inter term  brought with it a more familiar insult. An English professor, Mark Dintenfass, was brought in to “direct” the mainstage play. D in tenfass was given the usual $4,000 budget for a mainstage show and was al­lowed to pursue his current intellectual whims and inter­ests on our stage. It is impor-
Continued To Page 15
4 News T he L aw rentian
Striving Towards 
Multiculturalism
Princeton Climbs for AIDS Cure
by Maureen D. Newcomb
Staff Writer“Up With People” is an in ternational organization geared toward building under­stand ing  tow ard nations. Members come from 25 differ­ent countries. Five different “Up With People’ groups, con­sisting of about 150 members each, spend a year traveling to different regions of the world in an effort to promote cul­tural awareness.“Up With People” is an educational program with four components. It is devoted to giving the students a cross- cultural education service and to become involved in the per­forming arts. It offers stu­dents between the ages of 17 and 25 a chance to experience a whole new world.Miijana Matic has been a mem ber for about two months, and it has changed her life. She talked about the many stereotypes that she had formed about Americans prior to the program. “I was very prejudiced. I felt that Ameri­cans were naive and very un­willing to learn about other cultures. For instance, it seem ed th a t  A m ericans snubbed you if you did not speak English; they thought you were stupid.”“Up W ith  P eople” changed those stereotypes for Miijana, and for many others. “I have learned tha t not all Americans fit the stereotype tha t I once had. I think that living with the host families has really helped. The Ameri­can families tha t I have stayed with have been so kind and giving, nothing like what I expected. Also, the others stu­dents in the group are great. I feel that I have made friend­ships that will last long after this year is over. I think that we don’t really know each other, we don’t really know other cultures. ‘Up With People’ is a program designed to get to know others.”In addition to living with and learning about other cul­tures, the students are in­volved in many different a r­eas of service. For every two- hour show tha t the cast per­forms, they take part in a two- to three-hour project for the community they are visiting. The service projects can in­clude: visiting hospitals, pris­ons, and nursing homes; help­ing at a soup kitchen; or mak­ing presentations a t schools about their native countries. The program encourages the students to see beyond the surface and try to make a posi­
tive change in the world one step at a time.M irjan a  also ta lk ed  about the thrill of being on state as well. ‘T he cast is wonderful; we all work to­gether. It is hard work, espe­cially with so many people. We all work on the sets and the technical side in addition to being on stage. We dress in authentic costumes and per­form different national med­leys. This year we have an American music medley that is just great.”About 8,000 people in­terview each year for admis­sion to this program, but only 700 positions are available. Applicants m ust be between the ages of 17 and 25, single, and in good health. Informa­tion and interviews are offered after every performance. Un­fortunately, the only perfor­mance in this area was in Oshkosh on April 10, which will have passed by the time this article goes to print.For more inform ation about “Up With People,” con­tact the world headquarters admission department a t 3103 N. Campbell Avenue, Tuscon, AZ, 85719, or call (602) 327- 7351.
Special to The LawrentianA nine-member team of Princeton University students will climb Mt. McKinley in June to raise a minimum of $250,000 for AIDS research and education and to call a t­tention to the arresting sta tis­tics that AIDS has increased by 62 percent in just two years among 13-24-year-olds.The students, headed by Climb for the Cure founder and director A lexander S. Friedman, will begin their his­toric climb in mid-June. The Climb is expected to last ap­proximately 30 days.“Mt. McKinley is the tall­est peak in North America, and climbing it symbolizes the challenge of conquering  AIDS,” explained Friedman. “We are making this climb not only to raise funds for AIDS research and education, but also to let people our age know that AIDS is a serious prob­lem. We want our peers to realize tha t there are many creative ways to help combat the problem. Climbing Mt. McKinley is ju st one of those ways.”Climb for the Cure has already raised  more than  $150,000. Two major contribu­tors include Time W arner, Inc., w hich co n tribu ted  $25,000, and The Equitable
Foundation, the other major sponsor, which also donated $25,000 at a kick-off luncheon held in New York in the fall of 1992. Other corporate spon­sorship has been extensive, including major grants from Merrill Lynch. A national ad campaign has been created by J. Walter Thompson, USA, and equipment sponsorship has been provided by The North Face. The team will be guided on their climb by ex­pert mountain guides from The National Outdoor Lead­ership School (NOLS). Lodg­ing and transportation have been donated by APA Travel Center located in Beverly Hills, California.Climb for the Cure was conceived of and organized by Alexander Friedm an. Its
Board of Advisors include S en a to r Bill B rad ley , Princeton President Harold T. Shapiro, author John McPhee, country and western super- star Bonnie Raitt, and Stacy Allison, the first American Woman to climb Mt. Everest. Dr. Mathilde Krim, American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR) Chairman, said the nine students undertaking the climb “represent what is the very best about this country, once again demonstrating the universal and eternal spirit of youth. Their compassion and leadership are admirable.” This article is being  printed in conjunction with N ationa l S tu d en t A ID S  Awareness Week, which takes place April 12-16.
The Real World
A Speculative Account ot the Happenings Around Us According to John Ltothen
Feds Give Koresh What 
He WantsAfter forty days and forty nights, federal agents in Waco, Texas have decided to give David Koresh what he has been waiting for. Koresh, lead er of th e  B ranch  Davidians and self-proclaimed Jesus Christ, has kept scores of law enforcement officers at a stand-off after a botched a t­tack on the heavily armed com­pound left six agents dead and many more injured. Since Koresh’s followers view him as the “true messiah” and be­lieve tha t the current situa­tion is fulfilling prophecy, the feds hope to speed-up the pro­phetical process and have now hired cast members of the fa­mous Oberammergau Passion Play to trick Koresh into com­ing out and playing the lead role of Jesus Christ.If it  works, federal agents vow th a t Koresh will not get exactly what he is ex­pecting. Special Agent Bob Pilot stated, “Ju s t before ol’ David thinks he is going to be tacked-up unto the two-by-
fours which would allow him to rise in three days, we are going to switch scripts with an old episode of ‘The Brady Bunch.’ The one where Peter is caught reading Cindy’s di­ary, and he has to listen to Cindy’s whiny voice tell Mrs. Brady, and we are going to take abou t a z i l l i o n  tak es  of this scene.C h r i s t  would be able to get out of this one, b u t David is gonna have one hell of a time escaping, let alone explaining this as part of biblical prophecy to his followers.”
National Treasure Sold 
to Pay Part of Debt
Every spring, thousands of Americans travel to their nation’s capitol to view the picturesque cherry blossoms.
No more. The Clinton Admin­istration, after scrutinizing the federal budget and com­ing up with as many spending cuts as they could without en­dangering their chances of re- election in ’96, decided to start selling off gifts the U.S. has received over the years from other countries. The cherry trees, which were gifts from the C hi­nese N a­t io n a l is t s  t h a n k i n g  the U.S. for support, will be auctioned Christy’s Auc­tion House in May. A Japanese firm has reportedly sent a closed bid of $387 mil­lion. Government w atch­dog Ross Perot had much to say about the sale of the na­tional icons. “Well that’s just sad. What are we leaving for our kids? Nothing but a bunch of empty holes in the ground where we can tell them, ‘You’re
going to have to fill them be­cause we were too stubborn to cut spending and raise taxes to keep those pretty little trees in the U.S. of A.’ That’s what were gonna have to tell our children and grandchildren.” Word from the White House is that the tree sale is just part of the “sacrifices every Ameri can will have to make.” Ru mor has it tha t the cherry blos­soms were irritating President Clinton’s allergies thus mak­ing his decision to sell the trees much easier. The next na tional treasure to be auctioned will be the Statue of Liberty. Latest talk in D.C. has the Chinese government as the front runner of all countries hoping to buy “Lady Liberty.”
Other news and stuff
- The Academy Awards gave Jocques DuBugeouise an Oscar for “Best Director of a Foreign Documentary on For­eign D ocu m en taries on Claymation.” DuBugeouise had the shortest thank-you speech in Academy history He said, “Thanks, Mike.”
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Lynda Barry C onvocation Killing Me won six Joseph
Rescheduled for April 15 Jefferson Citations for The-Playwright, cartoonist, and author Lynda Barry will present the convocation ad­dress, “How I Create: A Talk with Lynda Barry,"Thursday,April 15, at 11:10 am in the Lawrence Chapel.In 1977, Barry created the semi-autobiographical and socially conscious comic strip Ernie Pook’s Comeek, which now appears in more than 60 newspapers in the U.S. and Canada. In 1988, she wrote The Good Times are Killing Me, an award-winning novel about two pre-adolescent girl s, one white and one black, grow­ing up in 1960s Seattle. In its first stage adaptation with Chicago’s City Lit Theater Company, The Good Times are
atre Excellence. A second ad­aptation appeared at the Sec­ond Stage Theater in New York City, and after receiving en­thusiastic reviews, moved into commercial production at the M inetta  Lane T h ea te r in Greenwich Village. The play was nominated for the Susan Sm ith Blackburn Prize in 1991.Born in Richland Cen­ter, Wis., in 1956, Barry grew up in an interracial neighbor­hood in Seattle. She now lives in Chicago, where she is work­ing on the screen version of The Good Times are Killing Me and is a commentator for National Public Radio’s Morn­ing Edition.
ew LUCC Cabinet, Second Co-op Recommended
The LUCC general council met for the first time this term on Tuesday, April 13 a t 4:30 pm in Riverview.The following LUCC Cabinet was approved by the general council: Parliamen­tarian—Madhura Samarth; Treasurer—Oguz Bardak; Finance Secretary—Aditya Lull a ; Corresponding Secre­tary—Pia Vachha; Record­ing Secretary—D. Darren Opel. The council also recog­nized a new council mem­ber, Mr .Thomas Kruse, who replaced Mr. Stewart as the faculty representative for the business office.The Babcock Award is given “to a faculty or admin­istrative member, a trustee, an alumnus, or a friend of Lawrence, voted by students in appreciation of generous cooperation with u n d e r­graduate enterprises.” Vot­ing for this award was held on Monday, April 12 and the results will be officially an­nounced in a few days.Up until 1987, and again in 1991, LUCC’s Cabi­net and the editor of the L aw rentian  received an honorarium. Last year’s cabinet decided a t the begin­ning of their term in office to only receive honorariums if they were given by the Uni­versity. Amotion was passed to recognize the allocation to the previous LUCC Cabinet. This honorarium recognizes the contribution th a t the Cabinet made to both LUCC and the Lawrence commu­nity. The present Co-opera­tive house, McCarthy House, was reviewed, and it was de­cided tha t the house will first be filled by returning mem­bers and then by lottery amongst the student body. A motion was also passed to allow another small house to
become a Greenfire co-opera­tive house. This house aims to provide an alternative hous­ing and dining option in order to encourage environmental living and to promote envi­ronmental awareness within the Lawrence community. However, although LUCC has passed this motion, the ad­ministration can still veto it due to several reasons.A parking legislature was passed to read tha t stu­dents who have lottery park­ing spaces for first term and/ or second term will be able to use these spaces until the sec­ond and/or third term lottery draw respectively. There was also a discussion as to whether 110 Sage, a suite of three rooms, 114 Ormsby, and two Plantz guest rooms should be used as faculty apartments. There are many members of the  facu lty  who come to Lawrence for only short peri­ods of time, and the availabil­ity of apartm ents on campus would perhaps encourage such professors to visit. Further, this would enhance student- faculty relations. However, the student consensus was not in favor of this proposal; imple­mentation of such a proposal would notincreasefaculty-stu- dent interactions significantly and would decrease students’ options for on-campus hous­ing. President de Plas an­nounced th a t the shuttle bus service has begun; the shuttle stops a t Woodman’s grocery store and a t the Fox River Mall three times a week. She also announced the arrival of the instant cash machine in the Union.The next LUCC meeting will be on Tuesday, May 4 at 4:30 pm in the Riverview Lounge. All LUCC general council meetings are open to everyone.
Attention GraduatesIf you are graduating on June 13, it is important that you be sure to notify persons/ companies/magazines, etc., of your summer address, so that your mail will stop being sent here and be sent to your sum­mer address. The University this summer will forward first class mail only briefly for graduating students. •
1-900 CallsRecently, a number of students have been billed for 900 calls made on their tele­phones. Be sure to keep your residences locked so that oth­ers do not use your phone to run up your bill. Also, you can block all 900 calls from your phone by contacting WI Bell. See your phone bill for infor­mation on how to do so.
1993-94 Room Selection 
is on Its WayMonday, April 19 is the scheduled  day th a t  the  “ROOM SELECTION GUIDES” will be forthcoming to returning students for next year. Once it arrives in your mailbox, be sure to save your copy, for it includes all the important information needed for lottery drawing and room selection.Covered in the GUIDE will be inform ation about BLOCKS, SUITES & QUADS (Sage), SING LES, N O N ­SMOKING AREAS (much of Kohler), THEME HOUSES, CO-OP OPPORTUNITIES, AND ALL THE DEADLINE DATES REQUIRED. The booklet should answer many of your questions. There are a few changes since last year’s, so be sure to read carefully. Read the section on SUITES & QUADS carefully. Lottery Draw is Monday, May 3, and Room Selection is May 11 & 
12. Avoid problems, because each year some group of indi­viduals misreads or loses their group’s or personal informa­tion. Watch deadlines care­fully. S tart planning now for theme houses and blocks. No double rooms are given out to one person, so start working on a roommate now. Also, no room can be reserved by two people if one of them is going to be gone for one or two terms. You m ust have a replacement person to fill in the blank term(s). STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO BE OFF-CAMPUS FOR A PROGRAM ANY TERM NEED TO FINALIZE THEIR PROGRAM BEFORE ROOM SELECTION. New students: check with yourRLA or other upperclass stu­dents to get some inside infor­mation and assistance.
Summer HousingIn order for students to stay on campus for Summer 1993, they will need to be em­ployed by on-campus offices/ departments/faculty or by off- campus employers. The Sum­mer Housing Lottery will be held on May 26. Please make employment decisions regard­ing students in advance of that time so that the students will know that they can or cannot stay on campus this summer. PLEASE ATTEM PT TO MAKE SUMMER WORKAR- RANGEMENTS WITH STU­DENTS SOON.
Summer Housing in 
Chicago
Planing to spend your summer in Chicago? The ACM Urban Studies Program can meet your housing needs. You can sublet our furnished apart­ments from May 28-August 27. Price per person is $195/ month. Utilities included ex­cept phone. For more info, contact ACM Urban Studies, 314 W. Institute Place, Chi­cago, IL 60610, (312)915-0919.
AIDS Guilt DisplayedThe “Patches of Life” AIDS Memorial Quilt will soon be shown for the first time in Northeastern Wisconsin with an appearance a t the Kolf Sports Center on the campus of the University of Wiscon- sin-Oshkosh. The display will include over 800 panels dedi­cated to individuals who have died from AIDS.Viewing hours will be from 6 to 10 pm on Thursday, April 29; 8 am to 8 pm on Friday, April 30; 10 am to 8 pm on Saturday, May 1; and 10 am to 3 pm on Sunday, May 
2 . The Quilt is continually displayed in cities around the world. Additional 3 'by 6 'pan­els, created by area residents
who have lost loved ones to AIDS, will be formally added attheclosingceremony sched­uled for 3 pm on Sunday, May 
2 .
Reid ScholarshipDean Lauter is seeking nominations for the Thomas B. Reid Prize in Journalism, an award to a student for sup­port of graduate study. No criteria are specified; however, students wishing to be con­sidered should write a letter stating the activities they have pursued previously which might be appropriate to know in considering them for the award, their views on the field of journalism, and what they expect to accomplish in tha t field. To receive the award, a candidate must be admitted to a school of journalism oi be definitely planning to attend. The award for this year can only be given to someone en­rolled for next year. Any stu ­dent who intends to go to a school of journalism in a sub­sequent year should be en­couraged to apply for tha t year. If anyone wishes to sub­mit names of students who would be appropriate for con­sideration, Dean Lauter will contact and inform them of the procedures involved. S tu­dent letters or name submis­sions need to be received by Monday, April 19.
ADEC SurveyIf you were a student who received the ADEC survey in the mail, PLEASE fill tha t out and send it to the Health Center. So far, faculty re­sponse has been far greater than student response. Please help us learn more about YOU, the student body, by filling out and returning tha t survey. Thanks!
SECURITY BEAT
bvGreo Trimpet
Security In fo rm ant18 M ar - A small accidental fire in the th ird  floor smoking lounge of the Seeley G. Mudd Library set off the library's fire alarms. The fire was extinguished by the students in the lounge, b u t the fire departm ent still had to come and investigate.21 Mar - F our non-students were escorted out of Col man hall by a  security guard responding to a  possible noise disturbance.17 M ar -The fire extinguisher was shot off on third floor Sage. This has not been resolved.7 M ar - Two students were approached by a  security guard as they were coming off of the library roof. They were fined under LUCC legislation prohibiting and prescribing fines for students being on the roofs of campus buildings.7 M ar * An intoxicated male non-student was found in the Colman basement boys bathroom. He could not drive home and was arrested by Appleton police officers called to Colman.25 F eb - Students set off afire  extinguisher in the second floor Colman lounge. The students were fined.
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Love, Education the Answer to Help PWA’s
by Norman Elsberry
Staff W riterThe Bader G rant made it possible for me to work with AIDS agencies in the Bronx this past summer. More than 8,000 individuals in the Bronx are PWA’s (People with AIDS). Many more are HIV positive. The Bronx has the highest number of HIV/AIDS cases per capita anywhere in the na­tion. The PWA’s in the Bronx are, for the most part, poor and disenfranchised—easy to dismiss and blame. The envi­ronment is conducive to the spread of AIDS. We should not judge their values, but provide help and education. Human beings, denied oppor­tunities we take for granted, live beneath the surface of the system.I remember well my first day in the Bronx. Yes, it was a culture shock. The Bronx is not Fifth Avenue M anhattan.It was not just the noise, pol­lution, filth, and garbage tha t affected me. It was the obvi­ous selling and use of drugs. Drug dealers stood on every street, casually mentioning what they were selling as I passed them. Vans parked on the street allowed the buyer
Greenfire Agenda
By Mark Uhlemann
Staff W riterOn Tuesday night a t 9:30, Greenfire, Lawrence’s environmental organization, met in the Sage lobby with a very important agenda to dis­cuss. We have a lot of plans for third term. Along with getting organized, we are look­ing for some new members. At the last meeting we had four new people come. If you have ever thought that you might want to come, it’s not too late. Everyone is welcome.Some of those plans in­clude “Earth Week,” which should be a great way for people to get involved. It starts on April 19 (4th week) and continues th roughout the weekend. There will be many activities going on, including the painting of the wal;, sev­eral clean-up projects (the campus or the Fox River per­haps?); enlisting residence halls , G reeks, and sm all houses to help with the sort­ing of recycling (to see where it all goes and what people try and recycle); letter writing campaigns; selling (recycled) t-shirts; and finally, some­thing tha t I am particularly proud of, Downer and Colman (for environmental reasons) serving a completely vegetar­ian menu in the main lines. Be sure to look for the posters
to enter and conduct the trans­action with all the comforts and amenities of a living room. People were “rodding out” ev­erywhere. Young kids served as drug runners. Mixed in with this scene were the home­less and hungry begging for money. I couldn’t believe that these streets and people were going to become home for the next several months. It was not long before I began to knowand see the relationship between drugs and becoming HIV positive.
and get involved.Also, on Tuesday, April 7 some members of Greenfire p a r tic ip a ted  in “T icket America.” We went around putting “tickets” on cars built since 1990 (excluding commer­cial vehicles) th a t are fuel in­efficient. While many had a fun time doing this, a few got harassed and got a taste of civil disobedience. (Quite a nice feeling, if it’s for a good reason.) An idea for the fu­ture tha t we discussed was a project regarding the local chlorine leak. We’ll have to find out more about tha t be­fore we can do anything.One of our projects for the beginning of this term  is the passing of LUCC legisla­tion for a new Co-op house. This house would be affiliated with Greenfire, but would be open to any Lawrence student who cares about the environ­ment and wants to make a difference. Our mission is to examine the ecological reper­cussions of our lifestyle choices and live accordingly. The things tha t we would be able to manipulate so as to be as environmentally friendly as possible would include our meals, (eating organic or lo­cally grown foods tha t are low on the food chain), cleaning products, (non-toxic, natural cleansers), and all the neces-
Sex serves as another close link with becoming HIV positive. Everybody seemed to engage in promiscuous sex. Prostitutes would call out to me as I walked along a street. Even my fellow volunteers would talk openly about their sexual escapades. During street outreach work, one of the volunteers talked about this “hot babe” he slept with several years ago. He got syphilis from her, got shots from the doctor, and “went back for some more because it
sary aspects of maintaining a residence (buying personal supplies from reputable com­panies whenever possible, con­serving energy, water, and composting organic waste). This would all, of course, be in addition to the current recy­cling program instituted by G reenfire. We have now gained as faculty advisors to the Co-op Professors Richman and Blackwell. We are very excited about this.Greenfire has also re­cently become a member of an organization to protect Wis­consin lakes, although we do not really know what th a t means. Anyway, we do know that there is a Northern Lights concert (they played a t last year’s Earth Day concert) com­ing up. You will see more about tha t and more about our progress in encouraging a more widespread use of re­cycled paper by the Lawrence community later.These are just a few of the upcoming projects th a t Greenfire is working on. We would love to see some more new faces. So, if you have any interest, then come and see us. Until next time, tread lightly and check out the Greenfire section in the re­serve room in the library, as there is a lot of interesting literature there.
was so good.” I inquired when he firs t engaged in in te r­course—thirteen was the re­ply- The ram pant drug use and high rate of sexual activ­ity provides pleasure in a gloomy and oppressive envi­ronment. To survive in the Bronx you need “the attitude”: crazy, tough, mean, cool, not caring. Tender emotions re­veal weakness. The weak are exploited and abused, some­thing vaguely reminiscent of Social Darwinism. A fellow volunteer harassed me in front of other people. I knew what was expected—a show of ag­gression. I fought the hatred and allowed some tears to wet my eyes. I came to learn tha t we must try to understand and love. Robert never had the opportunities and support most of us have. He’s served time in prison, dealt in drugs, hustled. Today he has AIDS
and works as an AIDS out­reach worker. The amazing thing is how far hehas come in life. Another friend is Hec­tor, who was abandoned at birth and adopted by an abus­ing mother. He dropped out of school and was kicked out of the apartm ent by his mother. He turned to the streets, to drugs and stealing, ending up in RikeFs Prison several times. During a drug rehab program he learned tha t he was HIV positive. Today he serves as a volunteer doing AIDS educa­tion. He hopes to someday receive a college degree. The amazing aspect is the poten­tial of these people. They are extrem ely' intelligent. We need to help them achieve their dreams.T his article is being  printed in conjunction with N a tio n a l S tu d e n t A ID S  Awareness Week, April 12-16.
Censorship Sucks @*&#!
by Katrina Miles
Features EditorI was sitting in my room debating as to whether or not Pd write this column. I promised th a t I would give up my life so th a t I could concentrate more on my academics.But being as opinionated about everything as I am, and always having a need to share my opinions with other people, [ thought tha t I would be censoring myself in one way or another if I didn’t write it. But when I sat down in front of my computer, my thoughts didn’t come as freely as they do usually.At first, I thought th a t my mind was obviously on too many things. But then again, my mind is always on too many other things. But it was this one thing tha t had me so preoccupied tha t I couldn’t think clearly a t all.The thing was censorship. There are so many facets to censorship tha t to name one and call it God would be equiva­lent to saying tha t Christmas is the only holiday celebrated in December.But the one thing th a t has been heavy on my mind is censoring myself. Or the lack of freedom of expression and the right to be heard.In grade school, I was taught tha t in order for me to be called on, I had to raise my hand. Sometimes when I thought for sure I had a correct answer, I would sit with my hand raised for twenty minutes. Eventually, my arm would get tired, and my teacher would never know what I had to offer to the class.This went on into high school, as I am sure it did for you. And it goes on now. But as a college student, it was my understanding that if my ideas were different, went against the grain, and even shook up the system, well, then so be it.This is supposedly the place to express my disdain, and sometimes even my pleasure. But as usual, I’m finding these things to be wholeheartedly untrue.I’m finding that everyone I seem to come in contact with lately has this homogeneous idea tha t “if you pretend you didn’t  see it or hear it, it will go away.”And this is especially so if you don’t  say it. It seems to me some people are afraid to rock the boat. Some are afraid to walk in the rain without an umbrella. And some are even afraid to learn to swim. It’s only water, and if you give it a few seconds, it will dry up.And even more than being disappointed with the way things are, with the current system, the administration and all the demons in the little microcosm of utopia we call home for nine months out of the year, I’m really disappointed th a t we are still raising our hands waiting to be called on. Waiting, sitting, still waiting, until our arms give out, not letting others in on what we have to offer.
Fleming Elsberry with fellow AIDS information employees in 
the Bronx, New York.___________________________________
For Term III, Seeking New Members
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Staff WriterIn teres ted  in helping your local community, people in other cities, or even other countries,but do not know how you could afford it? Then a Bader G rant could possibly enable you to do so. The Bader G rant gives money to return­ing Lawrence students to fund community service projects during the summer.The money for the grant comes from the Helen Bader Foundation for C haritable  Works in Milwaukee. Bader was an alumnus of Milwau- kee-D ow ner College for Women who was committed to social ju s tic e  and  volunteerism. The foundation gives Lawrence a grant which is then used to run volunteer groups and the Volunteer Cen­ter. But part of this fund is used for the Bader G rant, three or four of which are given out per year.There are certain crite­ria which volunteer projects m ust meet in order to receive money. The service m ust ful­fill a community need and make an impact. The volun­
teer should also have a say in what they do, not just follow­ing others’ directions. Past projects have included work­ing with AIDS patients and AIDS prevention and volun­teering in domestic abuse shelters, but work in envi­ronmental programs could also be a possibility. There are many needs to be met. Up to $2,500 is granted, de­pending on need.An application for the Bader G rant can be picked up in the Volunteer Center. The deadline for applying is April 30. There will be a workshop a t 4:15 pm on Thursday, April 15 where past recipients will be dis­cussing their experiences and Volunteer and Service Coor­dinator Jessica Young will be there to answer questions concerning the grant. Young heads the committee made up of students, faculty, and administrators that will de­cide on the recipients of the g ran t. Members include Johanna Jaehnig, a student, M argaret Jenks, a past re ­cipient, Dean Lauter, and Greg Voldt. *
Bader Grants Fund Summer Community Service
by Jesse Ccflrliner
London Center is a Great Experience ADEC Offers The “High and Dry Challenge”
by Jesse Car liner
Staff W riterLawrence’s Alcohol and Drug Education Committee is offering a contest called the “High and Dry Challenge” to any group or campus organi­zation who throws the best alcohol-free theme party. The winner will receive a VCR and a pizza party from Domino’s.The purpose behind the challenge is to increase the acceptance of not drinking at
parties, making it a feasible option. According to Brent Schoeb, at “a lot of schools, not drinking isn’t  an option.” So this contest is attempting to promote social events where you can have a good time and remain sober at the same time!The parties will be held on and between April 15 and May 23. To throw a party, you must register with Carol in the Health Center seven days in advance.
AAUW Offers Post-Graduation Opportunities
by Julie Benka
Assistant Editorials Editor 'A ttention all seniors! The Appleton Chapter of the American Association of Uni­versity Women, a group for both men and women with college degrees, is inviting graduating seniors to a meet­ing in downtown Appleton to discuss the goals and activi­ties of the organization and encourage you to join. The AAUW is a service organiza­tion whose mission is to pro­mote equity for women, as well as education and self-devel­opment. The AAUW Educa­tion Foundation provides funds for fellowships and grants for symposiums and re­search projects. As local mem­ber Sue Surendonk said, their “big th in g ” is education . AAUW branches all over the U.S. hold an annual used book
sale each fall to raise money for scholarships as well as for the awards listed above. Prof­its from the book sale go to the national program, but local organizations choose two lo­cal (WI) students who will re­ceive the local scholarships for that year.In addition, the AAUW has a legal advocacy fund--a nationwide support system for women who have been dis­criminated against and are seeking judicial redress.“It’s a neat organization,” said Surendonk. “It’s real worth while...it keeps you in touch with education, and you have lots of opportunities to meet neat people.”The informational meet­ing will be held on Tuesday, April 20 a t Memorial Presby­terian Church a t 803 East College Avenue. Or, to be con-
by Rachel Baus
Staff Writer“Everyone should go abroad, and soon,” said senior Kurt Wolf who has recently re turned  from Lawrence’s London Study Center. He is bursting with stories about the people he met and the things he saw, and is very willing to share them. Senior Alaina Bacon who was also in London las t term  says, “Everyone should do it. It’s well worth any debt you have to go into.” The best explanation of the London Center is given by someone who has been there.
Bacon calls it “one of the best learning experiences I’ve ever had.” Wolf said, “I came back with whole new ways of look­ing at things.”Ask Dean Lauter about the London Center and he gets very excited. “I have never had a student come back from the London Center and say th a t it wasn’t  worth it for them,” he said. He also said tha t London has a lot of oppor­tunities for students and tha t a lot of these opportunities are offered a t special s tud en t prices. “Participation,” he said, “really makes the pro­
gram work.”Lauter praises the high quality teaching by the Lon­don faculty members. They incorporate the city and sur­round ing  a re a  into  th e ir  courses. For example, the the­ater class sees a wide variety of plays during their actual performances. Imagine being able to visit the places or see the pieces of history that Pro­fessor Chaney describes in his lectures!During the 1993-1994 year, Professor Orr will direct the  London C enter. His courses in art history will in­volve seeing original art pieces in museums or in their origi­nal locations. He says there is “nothing like standing in front of an original work.” This in­cludes visiting original archi­tectural sites and “trying to find out what still survives today.”Having Orr at the Cen­ter will offer a unique oppor­tunity and resource for stu­dents there next year, because he did his undergraduate work in London. “I know London from the inside-out ra ther than outside-in,” he said. Calling the program a “won­derful opportunity to get to know a foreign city more as a resident than as a tourist,” Orr also said tha t London of­fers opportunities for educa­tion and culture and having a good time. He mentioned London’s incredible music scene from “orchestra to the cutting edge of European rock- -it’s all going on and it’s very accessible.”With its three-day week-
Continued To Page 15
nected with any branch na­tionally (i.e., in your home­town), call 800-821-4364. See their advertisement in this issue of The Lawrentian!
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Tennis Team Stocked With Youth, To Host Invite Saturday
by D. Darien Opel
Sports Reporter
Depth and perspicac­ity. These two words describe this years men’s tennis team very well. With five freshmen on the squad, the team boasts youth as its mainstay for the years to come. This year’s team consists of sophomore Tobin Laursen a t #1 singles, junior Yura Letuchy at #2, sophomore Darren Opel at #3, freshman Ross Lipari a t #4, freshman Krishna Tyagarajan at #5, freshman Chris Frasch at #6, and senior Brian Gray, senior Mark Lodes, freshman Allen Sprain, and freshman Rich Canady rounding out the singles lineup. The doubles lineup is composed of Laursen and Letuchy at #1, Opel and Frasch at #2, and senior Drew McDonald and Tyagarajan at #3. The tennis team be­gan its season in Hilton Head, South Carolina over spring break with three dual meets. (Note: a dual meet consists of six singles matches and three doubles matches.) LU met Wheaton College of Massachu­setts first and was defeated 6- 3. Winning for Lawrence in singles were Laursen and
Letuchy and in doubles, the #2 team of Opel and Frasch. The Vikes rebounded after the tough loss to beat Baldwin- Wallace College of Ohio 7-2. In their final meet of the trip, the Lawrence team won a tightly contested meet over Carnegie-Mellon College of Pennsylvania, 5-4. Winning for LU in singles were Letuchy, L ipari, T y ag ara jan , and Frasch and the #3 doubles team of Lipari and McDonald. Captain Drew McDonald said of the three matches, “As al­ways, we threw ourselves into some very tough matches, but came back prepared for the season.”The first Tuesday af­ter spring break, Lawrence hosted Carroll College and handily disposed of them 8-1. After Carroll, the Lawrence team visited a tough Ripon team. The Vikes went into the match with high hopes of re­turning victors. Those hopes were quickly dashed as Ripon handed Lawrence their sec­ond loss of the season, 8-1. The one bright spot of the day was a three set win a t #1 doubles. That was the first win over Ripon in at least the last three years of competi­tion between the two schools.
Senior Drew McDonald works on his backhand.
Coach Mary Poulson was dis­appointed a t the outcome but remained optimistic, “Ripon is always a formidable oppo­nent, but this year not un­beatable,” she said. Lawrence will have another chance at Ripon a t the LU Invitational held at the Lawrence courts this weekend.The nex t day, Lawrence justbarely defeated Lake F o rest, 5-4. The Lawrence team  was a bit shorthanded as it was miss­ing the #3 singles player due
Baseball Team Waiting to Take Field
Due to inclement weather conditions, the Lawrence baseball team has not been able to play any games since returning from its an ­nual spring trip to Florida, a frustrating trip that yielded no victories but a lot of anxiety for the upcoming conference season.The Vikings’ first doubleheader in Florida was against Carthage, an NCAA qualifier last season. The first game was a tight pitcher’s duel, tied 1-1 on the stren g ths of Josh  Szablewski’s pitching and Chris LeFever’s home run. But Carthage scored two unearned runs in the sixth inning to claim a 3-1 victory.Lawrence fell behind early in game two, and Carthage was able to hold off potential Viking rallies in the late innings for a 5-2 win. Korey Krueger led the LU offense with four hits total in the two games.Next the Vikings took on Mt. Mercy but suffered two tough losses. In game one, a two- run home run by Doug Briles in the fifth inning tied the game a t four. Mt. Mercy quickly regained the lead, only to watch a LeFever home run tie the game 5-5 with two outs in the
LU Karate Club Competing
by Bill Clark
o t the Karate C lub
Between the end of last term and the beginning of this term, the Lawrence Univer­sity Karate Club was able to attend two tournaments. The Kick Winter Good-Bye Karate Tournament was held Sunday, March 7 in Sauk City, WI. Representing the Karate Club at the tournam ent were Craig Stevens, Bill Clark, and the
instructor, Jeff Nass.Both students competed in forms and sparring, and the instructor judged both competitions and competed in sparring. Clark placed fourth in blue belt sparring, and Nass placed fourth in black belt sparring.The Harris Karate Clas­sic was then held on Sunday, April 4 a t the Embassy Suites Convention Center in Green
Bay. Stevens and Clark a t­tended this competition, along w ith new com er S an tosh  Kutty. This tournament was by far the best showing the club has made this year with Clark taking home the fourth place trophy in blue belt spar­ring, Stevens the third place trophy in red belt sparring, and Kutty winning first and third place in yellow belt forms and sparring, respectively.
to personal reasons. Every­one, consequently, moved up a spot and handled the compe­tition well. Winning for LU in sing les w ere L aursen , Letuchy, T yagarajan , and Sprain. Laursen and Letuchy also won a t #1 doubles.This past weekend, the Vikes travelled to Coe and Grinnell in Iowa, two confer­ence rivals. On Friday, the Vikes lost a tough decision to Coe, 5-4. Notching wins for Lawrence in singles were Laursen and Letuchy and in
Sports File Photo
doubles the team s of Laursen- Letuchy and Frasch-Opel. Laursen beat previously un­beaten John Tarbett in a tight match, 6-7, 6-4, 7-5. On Sat­urday morning, the Vikes vis­ited Grinnell and came out with a big victory, 7-2.The Vikes host the 10- team  Lawrence U niversity Invitational this weekend. It all begins Saturday at 9:30am with singles and continues Sunday with doubles TBA. Last year, Lawrence finished third a t the Invite.
seventh. But Mt. Mercy took advantage of their last at-bat, scoring the game-winning run off of LU pitcher Aaron Haas, who was on in relief of Chris Zimmerman.In the second game, LU used a two-run single by Erik Johnson and a three-run homer by Jason Richards to take an 8-2 lead after three innings. But the Vikes’ pitching was not able to hold the lead, as Mt. Mercy came on strong in the late innings to claim a 14-8 win.Lawrence also blew a big lead in their first game against Hope College. The Vikes took a 6- 2 lead into the sixth inning, but Szablewski ran into trouble on the mound, giving up six runs in that fateful inning (many of them unearned and after two were out), and LU suffered an 8- 6 loss. Game two against Hope would prove no better for LU, as a 2-2 game was blown open late by Hope and they claimed a 9-2 win.As mentioned, the Vikings have not taken the field since their return from Florida, as four doubleheaders have been postponed. LU is scheduled to open its conference season this Saturday against Ripon a t home (1 pm).
Men's Tennis:
Sat./Sun. April 17-18 
Lawrence Invitational 
Lawrence Courts
Baseball:
Sat. April 17 vs. Ripon 1 pm 
Sun. April 25 vs. St. Norbert 1 pm 
Whiting Field
Softball:
Wed. April 21 vs. Marian 3 pm 
Tue. April 27 vs. Edgewood 3:30 pm 
Wed. April 28 vs. Carroll 3:30 pm 
Whiting Field
Track:
Sat. May 1 noon 
Gene Davis Viking Relays 
Lawrence Track
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Any Spring Term Club Sports 
Wishing to Submit Articles or 
Pictures, Please Contact Mike at 
x7532 for Deadline Information.
Track Teams Show Promise LU All-Americans Honored
Ling and W agenaar Succeed at Nationals
L aw rence’s w in ter sports produced two All- American athletes this past season—junior Diana Ling in indoor track and fresh­man Becky W agenaar in swimming.Last month at the na­tional meet at Bowdoin Col­lege in Maine, Ling set a new school record in the long jump with a jum p of 17 feet, 11.5 inches, finishing fourth nationally and earning All- American honors. It was the second time in Ling’s career tha t she earned such
Proctor NamedFor her part in the suc­cess of the Lawrence women's basketball team this year and in p as t years as well, Amy Proctor was named women’s Division III, District 6 Coach of the Year this year. The award is given each year by Converse (TM) in conjunction with the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association. There are eight districts in three states: Wisconsin, Indiana, and Michigan. Every coach in the district gets to nominate
V  ______________
honors, as she was named an All-American in the outdoor track long jump last spring.At the national swim meet in A tlanta, Georgia, W agenaar took tenth in the 100-meter butterfly to earn hon o rab le  m ention  All- American honors, becoming thefirst Viking woman swim­mer ever to win national rec­ognition. Wagenaar also com­peted in the 50 freestyle and 200 backstroke events, fin­ishing 23rd in both. In all three events W agenaar fin­ished higher than her quali-
Coach of Yearsomeone and the nominees are then voted on. In this respect the award is very much a peer award.When asked how she felt about winning this award, j  Coach proctor said, "We had a great season and it’s just an­other g reat award th a t we can accept as a team." Continuing in this unselfish vein Proctor added tha t "this award is a credit to our twelve players tha t worked hard every day for four and a half months.”
________________________ J
Kim Tatro to Coach Volleyball 
and Softball Next Season
by Josh Blakely
Asst. Sports Editor
Lawrence University has just concluded a search for a new volleyball/softball coach and top candidate Kim Tatro has accepted the posi­tion. Tatro has vast experi­ence in both sports. She played them in high school and was a two-time all-midwest confer­ence player in both sports at St. Norbert College. After graduating from St. Norbert in 1987, she coached part-time at division one University of Wisconsin Green Bay in both sports, but as athletic direc­tor, Amy Proctor said “She found that division one did not fit in very well with her philosophy.” She then moved on to turn around the volley­ball and softball programs at Green Bay East high school with the hopes of landing a job a t a school like Lawrence.The search was con­
ducted by a search committee of nine composed of student- athletes, faculty members, and an administrative com­mittee. The search committee chose from a pool of about 25 applicants who were pared down to the number invited to interview. The choice was then made from these candidates. When talking of the selection process, Proctor said “I think there were a number of qual­ity candidates, but . . . Kim was the top candidate because she will represent Lawrence in every aspect we were look­ing for.”One of the reasons for Coach Tatro’s status as “top candidate” was her extensive experience in both sports, which was a definite desire of the selection committee. How­ever, P roctor added th a t  Tatro’s “personality and phi­losophies will fit in very well with the type of academics and athletics Lawrence provides.”
by Cameron Mowbray
Sports Reporter
Saturday, April 10, the men’s and women’s outdoor track teams ran, threw, and jumped their first meet of the season at the Beloit Invitational. The women finished a strong 2nd, and the men fin­ished 5th. For the first meet of the sea­son, both teams showed promise. A lack of athletes was the major problem. Be­cause of Easter weekend, the teams were not competing at full strength. Notably absent from the men’s team was junior captain Frank Sprtel.Even though the women’s team was short of full strength, a strong core of athletes fared well. 1st place finishers were H eather Hill( 10000 M), Lauren Gatti(800 M), Vicki Leathers(110 M Hurdles, 400 M Hurdles, High Jump),Betsy Blahnik(400 M, 200 M), Diana Ling(Long Jump, Triple Jump), and the Women’s 4 X 100 M Relay team of Blahnik,Leathers, Bridget Nalls, and Ling.Men’s head coach Ron Roberts and women’s head coach Doug Gilbert both treat the Beloit meet as a trial run.Athletes from this meet forward will sim­ply try to improve in order to peak a t the conference meet on May 7 and 8. Consid­ering tha t both teams were not competing at full strength and tha t many athletes are still settling in, “Beloit was a goodfirst meet,” said Coach Roberts. Both sports File Phototeams are looking forward to what prom- Heather Hill sprints to the finish, ises to be a solid year for Lawrence track and field.
Softball Splits With WI Lutheran
by Fred Andersen
Sports Reporter
Heather Mullikin ripped a two-run double to left field to cap a three-run sixth in­ning to give the LU softball team a 5-4 victory over Wis­consin Lutheran on March 30 at Whiting Field in game one of a doubleheader.Jolene Crook started the winning rally with a one-out walk. A base hit by Greta Laux and an RBI single by Julie Benka reduced the defi­cit to 4-3 before Mullikin de­livered her game-winning hit.Benka drove in two runs and Crook scored two in sup­p ort of w inning p itch e r Mullikin.The Vikes dropped the second game by the same one- run margin to move their record to 1-3, and because of poor field conditions, LU has not played a game since.Earlier in March, the Vikes played two games in Pensacola, Florida against Grinnell College and lost 15- 10 and 10-8. Laux led the Viking offense with three hits in game two, but injuries forced the Vikes to use inexpe­rienced pitchers in the games in F lorida. As a resu lt, Grinnell forced 29 bases on balls off Viking pitching in the
two games. Lutheran and Beloit. NextLU took on St. Norbert Wednesday, the Vikings re-Tuesday (after press time) and turn to Whiting Field for a 3continues its season this week- pm d ou b leh ead er v e rsu send with games a t Wisconsin Marian College.
Dawn Ransom prepares to steal second.
Sports File Photo
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Bringing the World to Lawrence’s Door Review/ Resturant
by Tushar Poddar
Entertainm ent EditorThe axiom goes tha t “the wise traveller travels only in the mind.” By the end of the 17th Annual International Cabaret on Easter Saturday, Lawrence International had twisted the axiom around to read “the wise traveller trav­els only by coming to the In­ternational Cabaret.” Even as a sell-out audience in Colman H all sipped P o rtuguese  Farrapos soup and savored the sweetness of Slovenian choco­late, the house lights were dimmed, the spotlights flashed on, and a 3-hour extravaganza unfolded, minute by enjoyable m inute. Members of the Appleton community were taken on a journey to distant lands and exotic cultures: from the lively and rhythmic Indian stick-dance and the enchanting stories of Africa to the enrapturing melodies of Sweden and Russia, a medley of cultures, im aginatively culled from 6 continents, was colorfully presented. And if an octagenarian in the audi­ence can be said to reflect the general opinion, the audience “enjoyed every minute of it.”The keynote for the  evening was struck by the Sambistas players as they wel­comed an audience comprised of A ppleton  citizens, Lawrentians, and a huge con- ingent of international stu- lents. The boisterous, rhyth- nic percussion ensemble per­formed with amazing energy md verve. Indeed, many hought that it was the best )art of the evening. The call or dinner was eagerly awaited os L.I. (Lawrence Interna- ionabhas set high standards f’or itself with its sumptuous spreads. This time the inter­national cuisine consisted of Indian beef kebabs, Japanese rice, and the widely appreci­ated Polish vegetarian salad. Unfortunately, the food did not live up to expectations. Part of the reason was that the food ran out, leaving a section of the audience hankering for the delicacies.When the entertainment resumed, the complaints for food were submerged in the rhythmic beats of Dandya- the Indian stick dance. As I nodded my head with the beat I caught a glimpse of a famil­iar face. Could that skillful dancer be, no it couldn’t! Joe Horihan in an Indian dance?!I rubbed my eyes in disbelief. Rumors of the presence ofJoe’s Indian tw in were floating around. Any questions regard­ing this m atter can be directed, as usual, to 7383!If the Dandya had elec-
II You Can’t Say Anything Nice 
by Jessica YoungMy mother once told me, Catholic school for my taste.“If you can’t say anything nice, don’t  say anything a t all.” Following my mother’s wis­dom, this article will be very brief.When I discovered aThai restaurant in Oshkosh, I was delusionally ecstatic. My memorable experience with Bangkok-Siam in Green Bay had erased all my m ental trepidations about Wisconsin- style ethnic food. I was pre­pared for nothing but another gastronomic success of infi­nite proportion. With an ex­pectant stomach and soaring expecta tio ns, I drove to Oshkosh. Upon arriving at Mekhong River, I flung open the door and inhaled deeply. Instead of encountering the assaulting aroma of lemon grass and chili paste, my senses registered a slightly b itter chemical odor. This should have been clue enough to send me across the street to Burger King, but my mind was clouded by memories of Thai meals past, and so I waited to be seated.The strength of a restau­ran t can lie in mastery of the dining atmosphere, or a boast of cu lin a ry  achievem ents might be their claim to fame. Only a few exceptional estab­lishments excel in both areas. Mekhong River is not one of those restaurants. The din­ing room was freezing, the waitress surly, and the food totally uninviting. If lw e re a  slightly more paranoid per­son, I’d say that the entire experience was orchestrated to cause me pam and disap­pointment. But I’m forgetting my m other’s words of wisdom, so I’ll move on.I began my gastronomic adventure of doom by order­ing Chicken Satay ($3.95), Tod Mun (deep fried catfish pat­ties w ith green beans and curry paste-$2.95), and Pla Muck Tod (baby squid stuffed with shrimp-$2.25). Although the m enu pronounced the satay “Delicious!”, I viewed the rubbery, overcooked poultry with distrust. Most satay I have encountered in my short- but-varied experience consists of well-marinated chunks of m eat skewered on wooden sticks. W hat I saw before me looked to be a ball of yellowish chicken, chopped and recon­stituted around a stick. ‘This can’t  be any good,” I thought. And it wasn’t. The Tod Mun was slightly more appetizing, but greasy, and a bit too remi­niscent of Fish Fry Fridays at
The Pla Muck Tod, however, was a marvelous concoction of squid, shrimp, and pork, with the squid steamed to perfec­tion-chewy, yet avoiding a rubber tire consistency.With growing trepida­tion, I ordered my main dishes. As I waited to be served, I said internal prayers to the gods of culinary delights, begging them to intercede on our be­half. When the waitress flung my plates before me, I became an atheist. My previously hun­gry, grumbling tummy began to whimper. It is difficult to explain this culinary disaster in mere words. It was almost as if the chefs were operating on a lim ited budget and couldn’t  afford color th a t  m o n th -ev ery  dish had  a slightly worn and jaundiced appearance. The Pra Ram Long Son ($4.75) was the most appealing of the selection. This broccoli and chicken dish was topped with a watery broth that was trying to m as­querade as peanut sauce. The chicken was rubbery and had a slightly “off’ taste, as if it had been in the freezer ju s t a little too long. The Pad Bai Kaprow ($5.95) was equally disappointing. Billed as a hot and spicy dish, this tofu, mush­room, m int and basil amal­gam certainly was hot, but not at all flavorful. One bite sent a searing pain to my palate, but no satisfying spiciness fol­lowed. Maybe they were out of every spice but hot peppers. The most disappointing en­tree, thought, was the Gang Pla Duke ($6.95). This catfish curry wore a decidedly gray­ish tone, and the overpower­ing fishy odor alone was enough to cause me to want to hide under the table. I looked around nervously, almost ex­pecting my mother to appear by my side and tell me tha t I couldn’t  leave until my plate was clean. I tried to shove the food around to make it look like I had eaten something. When the waitress asked if I wanted doggy bags, the an­swer was a resounding“NO!!!”. All I w an ted  was th e  McDonald’s down the street.I really hate to give nega­tive reviews. I’m sure that the people who run  M ekhong River are very nice folk s. They ju s t can’t cook. So go to Oshkosh for overalls. Stick to Green Bay for Thai food.Mekhong River is located at 800 Oregon S tree t in  Oshkosh, WI (if you really want to know).
trifled the atmosphere, Tove Dahlberg and Mike Olson, w ith  th e ir  Sw edish d ue t quietened things down, ush­ering in the sombre part of the evening. Mike’s self-pro- claimed swansong touched a few chords as one reflected thath is reassuring“Hi!” would no longer be an integral part of a Downer visit. Lawrence International is going to miss you, Mike!Lawrence’s African ra ­conteur, Angela, and resident magician Alain Bellon, per­forming his legerdemains in the Houdini-city, enchanted and mesmerized, respectively. Juggling with candles, cutting and rejoining strings, creat­ing a rose with paper and then setting it alight to produce a real rose, Alain excelled. The audience lapped it up, at times astonished, at times bewil­dered, but at all times admir­ing the magician’s skills. The piece de resistance of the evening, however, was the in­te rn a tio n a l fashion show. Brilliantly co-ordinated by Jia  Yi Ling, herself a professional model, the models in ethnic outfits evoked a fair share of sighs and groans as they stru t­ted majestically on the cat­walk.Rula Zaki, the MC for the evening, m ust be singled out for special praise. In past years, no one has so completely dominated the Cabaret as she did this year. Whether it was
as an  out-of-place school teacher with an anglicized twang, a doctor of arthritis, a natural voice trumpeteer, or a b usty  prim a donna, she stamped her class on the show. She was variously described as hilarious, enchanting, and captivating as she displayed her immense talent. It was a pity th a t the sound system failed just before she was go­ing to perform one of her best acts: lip sync as an opera star.T here  a re  tech n ica l snags in the best of shows. The Cabaret was no excep­tion. Even though there were a few errors, the organization and the entertainm ent far surpassed those of previous years. This year’s Cabaret was the crowning glory of a year’s hard work by the 1992- 93 L.I. Board. Under the able s tew ard sh ip  of P re s id en t Gabriela Mondino, the Board closed the year with a bang and the reverberations were felt not only on campus but throughout the Appleton com­m unity. Kudos to Chuck, Andre, Mito and all the L.I. members whosehard work has made the Cabaret, a promi­nent event in the Lawrence social calendar, synonymous with delicious cuisines, exotic songs and dances, and pure entertainment. In the end, the message from L.I. was abundantly clear: Bonjour,Ola, G u ten tag , N am aste, Hello: we present the world.
Nana Baffour and band perform at the LU International 
Cabaret.
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LU Artist Series Presents Joshua Bell and Jeffrey Kahane Review/ Fiction
Joshua Bell to perform April 17 at the LU Memorial Chapel.
r r r w Y  A fo & a ,
The Lawrence Univer­sity A rtist Series presents the return of violinist Joshua Bell and pianist Jeffrey Kahane Saturday, April 17 at 8 pm in the Lawrence Chapel. Their program includes sonatas by Brahms, Debussy, and Faure.Jo sh ua  Bell’s perfor­mance at the age of 14 with Ricardo Muti and the Phila­delphia Orchestra won him recognition as an emerging mgyor violin talent and led to many highly-acclaimed con­certs, including  his 1985 Carnegie Hall debut as soloist with the Saint Louis Sym­phony led by Leonard Slatkin. The following year, Bell was awarded the Avery Fisher Grant, and in 1987, a the age of 19, he became the first vio­linist in ten years to be signed exclusively by London/Decca records. Today, as an interna­tionally established musician, Joshua Bell appears regularly in the U.S. with the New York Philharmonic, Philadelphia Orchestra, Boston Symphony, Chicago Symphony, Cleveland Orchestra, and Los Angeles Philharmonic, among others. He was chosen as the featured American soloist for the 1990 world tour of the American- Soviet Youth Orchestra, per­forming throughout the So­viet Union, Europe, and the U.S. Jeffrey  K ahane’s in ­spired interpretations have made him a popular guest with orchestras such as the New York Philharmonic, Los An­geles Philharmonic, Philadel­phia Orchestra, Chicago Sym­
by Leigh Heifer‘“Emily Dickinson said she could find the entire uni­verse in her backyard,’ Mom told me. ‘This, you see, is our backyard.’ Mom gestured at the orange groves and dilapi­dated, sunstruck fresh-fruit stands and fast-food restau­rants aisling us along High­way 101. The freeway asphalt was cracked and pale, littered with refuse and the ruptured shells of overheated retread tires.” Not for the faint of heart, Scott Bradfield’s first published novel, The History of Luminous Motion, portrays developments in the life of an uncommon boy who struggles to escape from the clutches of a broken, crazy world. The boy, Phillip, is a brilliant, somewhat sociopathic eight- year-o ld  whose u nu su al lifestyle almost defies expla­n a tio n : h is  m other, his
by Scott Bradlield
m other’s car, his m other’s men, his tattered school text­books, and a relentless drive to understand existence com­bine to shape his experiences in a society that is less than friendly to those who do not, or cannot, conform.Having grown up on the road, Phillip has an apprecia­tion for motion. He feels most comfortable when he is riding in his mother’s car, listening to his mother talk about indi­viduality and culture, history and light. Each tim e his mother’s random motion slows or stops, Phillip becomes sul­len and confused: he cannot tolerate mass or weight. He desires an existence that does not demand commitments. In short, Phillip is a modern-day Peter Pan: he wants to live in the secure Never-Never Land of childhood. In his attempts to escape the weight of social
roles, Phillip acts recklessly. He burgles houses, sniffs glue, drinks, smokes m arijuana, and drives. He refuses to let anything, or for that matter, anyone, get in his way. He is, unfortunately, faced with the aging process; despite his schemes and ideas he cannot remain a child forever. Since it is fu tile , how ever, his struggle is charming.There are no doldrums in Phillip’s story. The novel is intellectually engaging, and Bradfield's prose is witty and lively. Not a light read, The History of Luminous Motion provides plenty for the edu cated reader to think about. If you are looking for something that is of literary quality and well, let’s say, just a bit differ­ent, then you want to become acquainted with Bradfield’s work.
ShafaatuUah Khan to Perform Indian Classical Musicphony, San Francisco Sym­phony, Saint Paul and Los Angeles Chamber orchestras, as well as London’s Royal Phil­harm onic  O rch estra , the  Rotterdam Philharmonic and the  Is rae l P h ilharm onic . Kahane made his Carnegie Hall debut in 1983 in a special concert tr ib u te  to A rthu r Rubinstein. Since that time, New York’s concert halls have welcomed him frequently as recitalist, and he has been heard as will in Chicago, Bos­ton, San F rancisco, Vancouver, Los Angeles, and Atlanta. A much sought-after collaborator, Kahane performs extensively with cellist Yo-Yo Ma, violinist Joseph Swensen, and the Tokyo Quartet. He has also begun a career as a conductor with highly praised performances with the Oregon Bach Festival Orchestra, New World Symphony, and the Pro Arte and Gardner chamber orchestras in Boston, a med­alist in the 1981 Van Clibum Competition and winner of F irs t  P rize  a t th e  1983 R ub inste in  com petition , Kahane’s awards also include the 1983 Avery Fisher Grant and the first Andrew Wolf Cham ber Music Award in 1987.T ickets , a t $15 and $13.50 for adults and $12.50 and $ 10 for senior citizens and students, are available at the Lawrence box office, 115 S. Drew St., 12:30-5:30 pm, Mon- day-Saturday. Call 832-6749 for more information or to charge tickets on Visa or Mastercard.
ShafaatuUah Khan will deliver a lecture on Indian classical music followed by a performance on tabla and si- tar on Thursday, April 15 at 8 pm in Shattuck Hall, room 163 of the Lawrence Univer­sity Music-Drama Center. The public is invited to the presen­tation free of charge.Khan comes from one of the most highly esteem ed musical families in India. His dynasty dates back almost 500 years to the golden age of In­
dian music and to the court of the great Mughal Emperor Akbar. Since then, each gen­eration of his family has com­prised the leadingsitarists and surbaharists of their time.Khan began his career on sitar and surbahar, both string instruments, and later developed a passion for tabla, a set of two small drums. He has stud ied  under U stad Ibrahim Khan, who is well known for his mastery of the most rare and ancient tabla
bols (compositions). He made his professional debut at the age of 12 at the Kings Lynn Festival in London. In addi­tion to performing worldwide, Khan has given lecture/dem­onstrations and conducted workshops a t Princeton and Harvard universities, among others. He is also the first artist in the history of Indian music to perform three instru- m ents-sitar, surbahar, and tab la-in  a single concert.
Wharfs On, When's Good
Thursday, April 1 5 th :8 p.m. Lecture/Performance: Shaffat Khan, a demonstration andperformance of Indian classical music with tabla and sitar; Shattuck Hall 163
Friday, April 16th :6 p.m. Artist Lecture: Carlota Duarte on her exhibit, Odella: A HiddenSu rv ivor;  W orcester A udito rium , Wriston Art Center.
6:30 p.m. Lieder M aster Class: Artist- in-residence, Dale Duesing; Elizabeth Miller Hall (156); Shattuck Hall.
8 p.m. Wind Ensemble Concert, Robert Levy, conductor; Lawrence Chapel.
Saturday, April 17th:8 p.m. Artist Series Concert: Joshua Bell, violin, and Jeffrey Kahane, piano;Lawrence Chapel. Adults $ 15 & $ 13.50, senior citizens/students $12.50 & $10.
Sunday, April 18th:3 p.m. Faculty Recital: Lawrence University Cello Ensemble and Friends; Harper Hall, Music-Drama Center.
Saturday, April 24th:8:30p.m. Concert by Ondekoza- Jap a­nese drum group; Lawrence Chapel.Adults $5, L.U. students $2, faculty/ staff $3.
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P a n ts  H a t by A n d re w  R o b b in s THE Crossword by Martha J. DeWttt
ACROSS 
1 Buttons and —
5 Kssp —
(pars 1st)
B — metabolism
14 Lat. lasson 
word
15 Disappeared
16 Pedro's pal
17 Places for 
pedestrians
19 Western show
20 Wage
21 Spate
23 Shell game 
Item
24 Through
25 “A miss — 
good as—"
26 Headquartered
29 Sincere
31 Roman poet
32 Crag
33 Stellar
36 Turt
37 Occupants
39 Gr. letter
40 Stockholm's 
land
42 “Ulalume” 
writer
43 Big truck
44 Failed to pay 
a wager
46 Sea animal
47 Samoan seaport
49 Cereal grain
50 Make public
51 Sprees
53 Claims
57 Shrub
58 Strike 
obliquely
60 evil"
61 Assert
62 Tied
63 Droves
64 Cozy home
65 Property 
transfer 
document
DOWN
1 Low voice
2 Leave out
3 Dry water­
course
© 1993 Tribune M edia S ervices Inc 
A ll R ights R eserved
4 Strode
5 Port of Guam
6 Blabbed
7 Octopus' 
defense
8 Canopy
9 Atty.
10 Lover
11 Unimportant 
way
12 Rocket stage
13 Plunders
18 Tare or tansy 
22 Baroque 
24 Railing
26 Foreman
27 Acknowledge
28 Rattlesnake
29 Long time
30 Mountain curve 
32 Muscle
34 “He’s making 
eyes —"
35 Haunt
37 Message: abbr.
38 Doze off 
41 Cul-de-sac
ANSWERS
ghhr n n n n  n n n f im  dfinn npinn nntnmn unncriFinnn nnnsin RHHPiBsin RHPinciPin nun nnn nnnn cm film rmnnnpiCT ihtfir nnn nnnnrcn nnn nnnnnnn nnn ocnnnn nnn nnnn nRBcmnB nnnnn nnnn nnn nun nnnnnnn nnnnnnn nnnnn Rnnncinnnn nnnnn nnnn nnnn nnnnn nnnn herr
43 Spread
45 Moroccan king
46 Paintings
47 Mortify
48 Martinique 
volcano
50 Wide awake
52 Cupid
53 Summer drinks
54 Donate
55 Dueling weapon
56 Transmit 
59 Got a
Secret"
<
SPRING OPEN HOUSE 
1993
Admitted Students and their parents will 
be visiting Lawrence on Monday April 19th 
and Wednesday, April 28 th for the Admis­
sions Office Spring Open House activities. 
This is an opportunity for them to sample 
campus life and become better acquainted 
with our faculty and students. They will be 
touring the campus, visiting classes, and 
staying overnight in the residence halls.
Please help us welcome these accepted students for the class of 
1 9 9 7 !
H I M  Off
a  rool
and was unable to walk w ithout severe pain. I was told I 
would have chronic arthritis for the rest of my life and never 
return to my occupation as a roofer. After the third visit I 
experienced whole days w ithout pain for the firs t time in 
six months. By the fifth  visit I 
walked normally without discomfort, 
and w ith in  a few weeks I returned to w ork .I
Angus McKenzie Age 36
f
FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION 
STUDENT AND SENIOR DISCOUNTS
832-1188
( d
Acupuncture of applelon 
Dr. Albert C. Stuart, Ph.D
Board Certi f ied, Licensed in W iscons in  
103 W. College Avenue, Suite 601 
Tuesdays 9 am-1 pm; 
Thursdays 1:30 pm-6:30 pm 
Ask for details on free treatm ents for referrals
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Pet Rocks by Rob Kartholl E rnie Pook's Comeek by Lynda Barry
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Cap'n Teeth by Shannon Glenn
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14 Continuations T h e  L a w r e n t ia n
Perkins to Leave 
Lawrence
Continued Frdm Page 1
tones of other cultures and the contributions and perspec­tives of non-European people. Perkins is disappointed that Lawrence is far behind other ACM schools in its class in terms of its minority faculty. In fact, while schools such as Macalaster and Grinnell have perhaps four or five tenured Afro-American professors, Lawrence has never had an Afro-American professor in the tenure track.I’m sure tha t there are many s tu d e n ts  in the  Lawrence community th a t share my sadness at the loss of Dean Perkins. I had never met Perkins until yesterday, when I interviewed him for this article. If you haven’t had the opportunity yet, stop by his office or have a chat with him a t lunch. I know that as a white male, I learned quite a bit about the minority univer­sity perspective. This is some­thing tha t we should all strive for. As m em bers of the  Lawrence community, it is important that we understand the feelings and cultures of all Lawrence community mem­bers, not just those of the ra ­cial/ethnic/religious majority.
Laura X
Continued From Page 1
the emphasis tha t rape can happen to anyone, and tha t the stereotypical stranger in the dark alley is not usually the rapist. The rapist is usu­ally someone the victim knows. It could be a guy you know from class, a friend of a friend, your boyfriend, or your hus­band. In fact, the victim knows the assailant in almost 90% of all sexual assaults.In ad d itio n , L au ra  stressed that rape occurs when a person does not consent to sex by saying “yes,” as well as when a person says “no.” She says tha t it is important to realize tha t one should not have to overtly say “no” in order for an assault to be rape. Rather, it is important for both partners to overtly say “yes” before h av ing  sex. She complimented Wisconsin law for its insistence tha t the lack of an overt “yes” is enough to constitute a rape.If you are raped, the panel emphasized that it is very im portant to go to the hospital for a thorough physi­cal exam. When you are over 18, you can make the choice of whether to involve the police and have a doctor collect physi­cal evidence, or to leave the police out of the situation and
simply be treated for immedi­ate physical problems. Even if you are not planning to press charges against your assail­ant, you will need to be tested for sexually transm itted dis­eases, AIDS, and pregnancy.On the Lawrence cam­pus, the Counseling Center has a qualified, caring staff who are available to talk with anyone who has been abused, whether it occurred in college, high school, or childhood. They offer both individual and group counseling at no charge. Call x6476 for an appointment, or just walk in.Off campus, the Sexual Assault Center of Appleton has staff trained in helping survivors of sexual assault. They are available to lend sup­port during the medical and legal processes following an assault. The phone num ber of the 24-hour hotline is 733- 8119.
Unjustifiable 
Complaints
Continued From Page 3
that Mr. Dintenfass mangled the original by substituting a few modem personal and place nam es for th e  n am es in  Aristophanes’text. These sub­stitutions, she claims, were “inappropriate ,” “m eaning­less,” and “unintellig ib le.” Alas, she does not deign to tell us what she deem inappropri­ate. And how odd it was to hear the audience laughing uproariously a t references Ms. Fauls found “meaningless” and “unintelligible”!As students of Old Com­edy well know, Aristophanes aims (in part) to poke fun a t his fellow citizens in the audi­ence. Hence, his plays abound with references to persons and places most theatergoers now find obscure. Here the mod­ern director m ust decide: cut these  references en tire ly  (“mangling” the text?), leave them as is (“meaningless” and “unintelligible”?), or update them? Many directors take the third tack. Thus, for an obscure Atticlocale (Kikynna), Mr. Dintenfass substituted the marginally less obscure Kaukauna. For a little-known sophist, he substituted the ra ther better-known Corry Azzi. In th is  fash ion , Mr. D in ten fass  c leverlyaristophanizes Aristophanes. Ms. Fauls, however, consid­ers this “pander[ing] to an unintelligent and unsophisti­cated audience” (herself and a few other sophisticated sa­vants excepted). Those of us who flunked the I.Q. test at the  door, and  th u s  w ere gran ted  adm ission, plead guilty: hopelessly moronic
bumpkins tha t we are, we had the bad taste to laugh at this sort of silliness. Shame on Mr. Dintenfass for pandering to our human need for laugh­ter! More sham e on Aristophanes, who set us all on this road to perdition in the first place!Perhaps Ms. Fauls is a purist. She doubtless would salute an “authentic” produc­tion of The Clouds (all male, masked, in an outdoor amphi­theater, in classical Greek). Such productions pack great pow er, b u t they  a t t r a c t  miniscule audiences. More to the point, the program notes to Mr. Dintenfass’ production made no promise of perfect fidelity to the original. Ms. Fauls might also favor a com­pletely and consistently mod­ernized production of The Clouds. Ju s t as Romeo and Juliet reappeared, to great acclaim, as West Side Story, so too, The Clouds may one day reappear in a thoroughly re­written version.Mr. D intenfass, how­ever, chose neither of these approaches exactly. Instead, he gave us a hybrid, a melange of old and new, completely in the spirit of Aristophanes. Such hybridization is not with­out precedent: Madame But­terfly, for example, has been “deconstructed” into M. But­terfly, then  rese t as Miss Saigon. One is certainly en­titled to reject this approach, but the onus falls on the critic to articulate her reasons for rejecting it.Here, finally, we come to the crux of the m atter. Ms. Fauls is in high dudgeon mostly because Lawrence’s production of The Clouds was directed by Mr. Dintenfass and not by Tim Troy. Mr. Troy’s departure from Lawrence, and its repercussions on the the­ater department, are the real issue. Mr. Dintenfass’ pro­duction of The Clouds was merely the pretext for raising that issue anew. In order to bash the LU administration for its handling of the m atter, Ms. F au ls  used Mr. Dintenfass’ production as her cudgel. Her review reduces to an insistent whine: “I told you so.” Of course, she’s well within her rights to object in print to the adm inistrations’ decisions on affairs affecting the theater department. It was grossly unfair of her, how­ever, to do so a t the expense of all of those who labored for five months to give us The Clouds.In short, Ms. Fauls’ re­view was a malodorous cheap shot: it reeked of parti pris..By the way, I assume Ms. Fauls’ reference to The Clouds as a ufirst-century” Greek play was a typographical error.
Easter Thoughts
Continued From Page 3 Christ still lives or expect Him to appear to them face to face. Many people throughout his­tory have come to know Him in these manners. I am not one of them, but I still believe.The Bible says tha t we are separated from God be­cause of our sin and th a t Christ, in dying, bore our sin tha t we might be forgiven and reconciled to God. Three years ago, by faith, I gave my life to Christ because my sin kept me separated from God. I wish I had the time and the words to explain the difference God has made since then. I thank God for a new life, one tha t’s guided, fulfilling, and eternal. My faith has been further con­firmed by the millions of other changed lives through Jesus C hrist, and the answ ered prayers in my life. But most importantly, I have a love of God and a relationship with Him tha t I never knew before.This Easter, I remember reverently Christ’s gift to me on the cross and it is a gift available to anyone who will believe and receive Him into his or her life. The idea of being separated from God com­pletely is a frightening one, but we all have the ability now to choose not to be. I do not claim to have all the answers, but I know tha t Jesus Christ is who He says and tha t He loves each of us tremendously.
Chain Mail
Continued From Page 3 single-handedly be respon­sible, ultimately, for the de­struction of the rain forests. Deforestation in the Ameri­can Northwest. A stack of unrecycled paper reaching beyond the moon.I have a better idea. It’s time to put the Reagan/Bush Voodoo Economics to rest. The new decade calls for President Clinton’s New and Improved Debt Reduction Plan. This plan surely outpaces his cur­rent proposals since he, like all our recent presidents, is unab le  to  contro l th e  government’s yearly deficit. At five cents a copy, eleven itera­tions of the chain letter repro­duction works out to a measly 10 trillion dollars spent a t the local copy shop. We could help the government pay back the national debt in no tim e-in- stead of actually sending the chain le tte rs , simply tell twenty of your friends about the plan, and then donate to Uncle Sam the money you would use to copy the original chain letter.I have to go now; I want to tell Bill about my plan. Should I mention to him its
one flaw? There aren’t  nearly 2x l014 people-that’s 200 tril­lion people- on this planet.He might still go for it.
Lawrence IndicusContinued From Page 3 maybe not, but there is tha t nice little word-choice tha t puts it in the realm  of per­sonal opinion. B ut the  Lawrentians for Life didn’t stick to opinions presented as opinions. They had to put in a psuedo-fact to support their case. “More unborn women are killed on the basis of their sex than unborn men. Stat- 4:1.” I did some research. I looked for this fact. The only references tha t I could find on abortions based on fetus gen­der were references to female infanticide in th ird  world countries, and th a t is murder, not abortion. Nowhere do I find evidence th a t here in America there are women who are sex-testing their fetuses and then making abortion de­cisions.I did find th a t statisti­cally, more aborted fetuses are female than male, in cases where it was even possible to sex the fetus. The amazing correlation is th a t more fe­males are bom than males, period. The hum an anjmal, like all terrestrial mammals, has a tendency ,to birth more females than males. Thus, it only makes sense tha t more aborted fetuses are female. What does not make sense is to think tha t women are con­sciously making a decision on abortion based on the sex of the fetus.However, th e ir  fa lse  statem ent about deliberate abortion based on gender is not what makes me angry. What makes me angry is the Lawrentians’ for Life assump­tion thatfeminists should rally to th e ir cause since more aborted fetuses are female. The inverse implies th a t if more fetuses were male, femi­nists would (and should) sup­port abortion. Taken further, th is  m eans th a t  th e  Lawrentians for Life feel th a t feminists are anti-male, or a t best, simply tolerant of males. Taken to the extreme, if femi­nists could, they would kill all males alive today. Ridiculous? Don’t  te ll me; te ll th e  Lawrentians for Life-because “TRUE feminists support the rights of unborn women.”
Do you have an eye for 
composition and a 
f inger for m aking 
wonderful things 
happen?
Then you should ben biw rcntinn  
Riotographer!!
Call Koger Duncan 
\7^22 or \n7nx_________
Think or swim
WANTED!
Nimble-fingered typistClever writersEnterprising reportersCreative movie/theater reviewersPhotographersFresh opinionsArticle ideasSenses of humorMental and physical capabilities for hectic evenings A true democracy A good housing lottery draw World Peace!!!
Theatre Department Staff Size Problems
If you can provide any (or all) of the above, please call The Lawrentian office at x6768 or Kimberly Pichler at x7304 and leave a message, or speak to one of our cheerful, considerate, polite, and enthusiastic operatives (see staff box on pg. 2). We would love to have you on staff, or solving the world’s ailments in some capacity (both is, of course, preferable).
Violent Femmes Concert
St. Norbert College Schuldes Sports Center
Tuesday, April 20th at 7:30 P.M.
Tickets: $15 General Public
$12 SNC Students/Faculty/
Staff
Available now at:
*St. Norbert College Ticket Office 
Abbot Pennings Hall of Fine Arts 
(414) 337-3950  
M on -Fri 12:30 - 6:00 P.M. 
Mastercard/Visa accepted 
*The Exclusive Company 
Green Bay, Appleton
Sponsored  by the College  A ctiv ities  Board
Continued From 3
tan t to note tha t the majority of upperclassm en T heatre  majors consciously avoided any involvement in this play, because we could logically anticipate, based on prece­dent, the kind of show he would produce. Here we wish to say tha t bringing in a professor from another departm ent is not an acceptable replacement for Tim Troy or for any direc­tor who might be able to con­sisten tly  educate and en ­lighten us. Mr. Troy provided this sort of atmosphere dur­ing his three years of teaching and directing a t Lawrence, a tim e we T heatre  students fondly refer to as “the good old days.”Our third-term situation is an intriguing combination of terms I and II. Here we have another visit from a re­spected and established a rt­ist, Campbell Scott, who will, thankfully, stay for more than a week in order to educate a handful of both majors and non-majors in the context of both a class and a mainstage production. We are grateful for thi s vast improvement over terms I and II. Again, how­ever, despite the five or six weeks of attention and excite­ment which will, no doubt, surround our department, this will provide no long-term an­swer to our upsetting depart­mental dilemma.There is no question tha t our two permanent professors provide us with an excellent education in T heatre  and Drama. They do absolutely the best they can with what they’ve got. Two professors,
however, cannot adequately satisfy the demands of keep­ing an entire  departm ent above water. We have already proved tha t adding a third professor to the department (a trained director who was a skilled acting teacher as well) works to make the burden a little lighter for everyone and to provide a more thorough Theatre education. Any se­nior Theatre student could talk for hours about the thriv­ing state of the Theatre De­partm ent two years ago dur­ing the Troy years and the unbelievable depth to which it has fallen now.President Warch tells us to be patient. Our Theatre professors ask us to wait. How much longer, however, can we be expected to sit back and watch our tuition fly into the hands of visitors and weekend guests who teach us, but pro­vide no constancy or long-term commitment?We are perfectly capable of nourishing our creative and artistic impulses by produc­ing our own shows, which we do in order to remain active in our chosen field. Four of us were able to produce a highly- successful production of Pri­vate Lives last term on a mere $50 budget. It is our earnest hope, however, tha t very soon our demands will be met and our departm ent will no longer be forced to polarize into war- ringfactions. Mainstage show and independent productions both have a place a t Lawrence, but students should never feel forced into producing indepen­dent work because they are embarrassed to participate in
.Northwestern University 
Summer Session '93 
Think or swim.
Our summer catalog lists more 
than 300 courses to choose from—  
in everything under the sun.
Call 1-800-FIXDS Nl (in Illinois, call 
708/491-4114) or mail this coupon.
I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of
the Summer Session '93 catalog with
tefa financial aid and registration information HPWM (available in March). Please send the 
H catalog to J  my home J  my school.
H Summer Session '93. 2003 Sheridan Road 
A Kvanslon. Illinois 00208-2630
Name
School Address
City Suite Zip
Home Address
City Stale Zip 4
V'rthH i-M cm  is jn  i-q iui n pponunm  a i i R jh i r  am i rm piou T
mainstage shows. The im­mense amount of work that goes into producing student shows certainly has trem en­dous educational value. It is, however, not our responsibil­ity to provide our own educa­tion. We would, of course, pre­fer th a t our tuition be placed where it is needed. It is true th a t we are a minority on this campus; a minority, however, tha t is not able to benefit from the $150,000 Lilly Grant. The administration has made its com m itm en t tom ulticulturalism —now it is time to renew its commitment to the liberal arts.We, the T heatre  s tu ­dents, ask not to be coddled anymore by a patronizing ad­ministration tha t thinks we will be silenced by small fa­vors. We challenge them to live up to Lawrence’s mission statement, which professes its commitment to “the develop­ment of intellect and talent, the acquisition of knowledge and understanding.”In conclusion, I ask the administration to consider the honest intent of our pleas and the merit of our case and to please begin the active pur­suit of an endowment for a third member of the Theatre/ Drama department.
London CenterContinued From Page 7 ends and ten-day mid-term break , O rr said th a t  the “schedule is set up to encour­age people to get out and about.” He said tha t it is pos­sible go to Paris for the week­end and be back in time for class. Or as Wolf said, you can “bond with the locals” while exploring the city and the many sights in Great Britain. “Some of the best times I had,” Wolf said “were just walking around.”There are still openings for the London Center’s 1993- 1994 spring term. This sur- 
i  prises Orr, who thinks that the spring term is “one of the best times to go because the weather tends to be better” and it is a “great time to be travelling in Europe.” After the term ends, there is plenty of time for students to travel before returning home. Ap­plications and informational brochures for the London Cen­ter can be found in Dean Lauter’s office. For more in­fo rm atio n , ta lk  to D ean Lauter, Professor Orr, or stu­dents who have been to the London Center. Center direc­tors for following years will be Professors Richman (1994- 1995), Bremer (1995-1996), and Yatzik (1996-1997).
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16 Personals T he  L aw rentian
T h an k  You to all who show ed concern  for m y lost b lack  coat! It w as re tu rn e d  to  m e early  la s t te rm —T h an k s Again!—KAL
Many, many thanks to Davey-Pooh for all the help and encouragement. Couldn't ha ve done it without ya'!—You know who!
Heidi, Danielle, and Jane, Thanx sooooo much for the little gift, late at night. You guys are always full of surprises and song. You’re great, wonderful, and always appreciated. —Miss American Pie
HAPPY, HAPPY BIRTHDAY toSusan Yaeger in the Business Office! You’re awesome! Have a good one!—Your favorite student worker :)
A ttention LARY Students: Please make sure to fill out your monthly evaluation forms and put them in Julie Roeker’s mailbox at Edison. These forms are CRUCIAL to maintianing records on your LARY Pals. Forms can be picked up in the LARY mailbox next to the sign-in sheet in the Edison m ain office. Thanks!
To the Last Fourth Floor H oldout,You m ust eat your daily allowance of limp (or nicely crisp) celery, carrots, and cucumbers. Be sure to not miss a day. Also, a salutation to a soon-returning vegetable eatin' gal. Everyone else m ust also try to grab all those nice green and orange objects at the Downer Salad Bar. Enjoy with my love.—Deano
G rand C hute 1500 N. Casalom a 738-5200
Northland 600 E. Northland 738-5205
Kimberiy 600 W. Kimberly 738-5210
M enasha Hwys. 10 & 114 731-6408
N eenah  100 W. Wisconsin 722-3321
N eenah  West 640 S. G reen Bay 722-8330
O shkosh 5703 Cty. Rd. A 233-2260
lour TYME 
Has Arrived
Associated Bank
If you haven't already noticed, 
a new convenience has been 
added to Memorial Union.
The new TYME® machine 
makes it easy for you to access 
your checking or savings 
account during student union 
hours.
You can withdraw money 
from your account, check
account balances and get a 
cash advance on your 
MasterCard or VISA.
If you do not have a TYME® 
card and are interested in this 
convenience, stop by any of 
Associated's seven convenient 
locations. One of our 
Customer Service 
Representatives will be happy 
to help you.
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To all those soon to be IO E  neophites and actives, you guys are great bros. and I'll light your candle anytime, just ask. I feel closer to you guys already (yes, this should scare you). We all better have one hell of a bloody good time this Saturday!!!W ith Love,W hite Butt
Jessamyn and Ang-O-Rama:Campus is quite lonely w ithout you guys! Hope you're both havin' a great time in your respective exotic (?) locations!—Kimmie Sue and Ming-a-Ling
Yup, this looks like it is going to be verrrry verticle! Yup, very verticle.
Hey, Ned! You're awesome! Welcome to the staff! —All of Us Weridos
Hey Gabo,W hen are we going to philosophize together? Probably not for a while, eh dude. That’s 'Cool Beans' though. See ya. You're great anyway.—Your Butt Buddy
Davey-Pooh,We hope you enjoyed your night of television, tape mixing, and revelry. We trust you watched F u ll House.. If not, we'll forgive you. Have a great time BACK east.—Exec and Layer
Attention Ormsbyites: Pete likes em' perky!
"Ventura Highway"--BLOW IT UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BCongratulations, 1993 graduates I
R The American Association of University Women (AAUW)- Appleton branch extends congratula­tions on your graduation.
On Tuesday, April 20, AAUW will hold an informational meeting for prospective members-both men and women—at Memorial Presbyterian Church, 803 E. College Ave.,Appleton, at 7 p.m.
Consider becoming an AAUW member. For more information, contact AAUW Appleton Branch President Grace Fuller, 766-5378.
AAUW's mission is to promote equity for women, education and self­development. —
AMFRXAN
AswwnnNdFIJNivFRsmr
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Member FD1C 4 Associated Banc-Corp
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CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Now hiring students. $ 3 0 0 / 
$900 wkly. Summer/Full Time.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, 
Deck Hands, Bartenders, Casino 
Dealers, Etc. World travel - Car­
ibbean, Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. 
No Experience 
Necessary.
Call 1 -6 02 -680-0323  Ext. 23.
